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Heinrich Heine Quotes

       If you wish to strive for peace of soul and pleasure, then believe. 
~Heinrich Heine

Wherever they burn books they will also, in the end, burn human
beings. 
~Heinrich Heine

It must require an inordinate share of vanity and presumption, too, after
enjoying so much that is good and beautiful on earth, to ask the Lord
for immortality in addition to it all. 
~Heinrich Heine

Sleep is good, death is better; but of course, the best thing would to
have never been born at all. 
~Heinrich Heine

Money is the god of our time, and Rothschild is his prophet. 
~Heinrich Heine

The deepest truth blooms only from the deepest love. 
~Heinrich Heine

The swan, like the soul of the poet, By the dull world is ill understood. 
~Heinrich Heine

Like a great poet, Nature produces the greatest results with the
simplest means. These are simply a sun, trees, flowers, water and love.

~Heinrich Heine

Matrimony; the high sea for which no compass has yet been invented. 
~Heinrich Heine

Experience is a good school. But the fees are high. 
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~Heinrich Heine

I have never seen an ass who talked like a human being, but I have
met many human beings who talked like asses. 
~Heinrich Heine

The more i get to know people, the more i like dogs. 
~Heinrich Heine

The gazelles so gentle and clever Skip lightly in frolicsome mood. 
~Heinrich Heine

Woman is at once apple and serpent. 
~Heinrich Heine

There are more fools in the world than there are people. 
~Heinrich Heine

Ask me not what I have, but what I am. 
~Heinrich Heine

We should forgive our enemies, but not before they are hanged 
~Heinrich Heine

You cannot feed the hungry on statistics. 
~Heinrich Heine

My heart resembles the ocean; has storm, and ebb and flow; and many
a beautiful pearl lies hid in its depths below. 
~Heinrich Heine

Be entirely tolerant or not at all; follow the good path or the evil one. To
stand at the crossroads requires more strength than you possess. 
~Heinrich Heine
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A brainiac notices everything, an ignoramus comments about
everything. 
~Heinrich Heine

If the Romans had been obliged to learn Latin, they would never have
found time to conquer the world. 
~Heinrich Heine

When the heroes go off the stage, the clowns come on. 
~Heinrich Heine

Perfumes are the feelings of flowers. 
~Heinrich Heine

Poverty sits by the cradle of all our great men and rocks all of them to
manhood. 
~Heinrich Heine

The men of the past had convictions, while we moderns have only
opinions. 
~Heinrich Heine

Where words leave off, music begins. 
~Heinrich Heine

Newness hath an evanescent beauty. 
~Heinrich Heine

I bequeath all my property to my wife on the condition that she remarry
immediately. Then there will be at least one man to regret my death. 
~Heinrich Heine

The propaganda of communism possesses a language which every
people can understand. Its elements are simply hunger, envy, death. 
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~Heinrich Heine

It is a common phenomenon that just the prettiest girls find it so difficult
to get a man. 
~Heinrich Heine

He only profits from praise who values criticism. 
~Heinrich Heine

As the moon's fair image quaketh In the raging waves of ocean, Whilst
she, in the vault of heaven, Moves with silent peaceful motion. 
~Heinrich Heine

The arrow belongs not to the archer when it has once left the bow; the
word no longer belongs to the speaker when it has once passed his
lips, especially when it has been multiplied by the press. 
~Heinrich Heine

God will pardon me. It is His trade. 
~Heinrich Heine

Sweet May hath come to love us, Flowers, trees, their blossoms don;
And through the blue heavens above us The very clouds move on. 
~Heinrich Heine

Don't send a poet to London. 
~Heinrich Heine

True eloquence consists in saying all that is necessary, and nothing but
what is necessary. 
~Heinrich Heine

Pretty women without religion are like flowers without perfume. 
~Heinrich Heine
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Never let a fool kiss you, or a kiss fool you. Oh, what lies there are in
kisses! 
~Heinrich Heine

In blissful dream, in silent night, There came to me, with magic might,
With magic might, my own sweet love, Into my little room above. 
~Heinrich Heine

Ordinarily he was insane, but he had lucid moments when he was
merely stupid 
~Heinrich Heine

I live, which is the main point. 
~Heinrich Heine

Wherever books are burned, human beings are destined to be burned
too. 
~Heinrich Heine

I will not say that women have no character; rather, they have a new
one every day. 
~Heinrich Heine

The sea appears all golden. Beneath the sun-lit sky. 
~Heinrich Heine

The years keep coming and going, Men will arise & depart; Only one
thing is immortal: The love that is in my heart. 
~Heinrich Heine

God will forgive me. It's his job. 
~Heinrich Heine

A fool may talk, but a wise man speaks. 
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~Heinrich Heine

Christ rode on an ass, but now asses ride on Christ. 
~Heinrich Heine

Our souls must become expanded by the contemplation of Nature's
grandeur, before we can fully comprehend the greatness of man. 
~Heinrich Heine

And the dancing has begun now, And the Dancings whirl round gaily In
the waltz's giddy mazes, And the ground beneath them trembles. 
~Heinrich Heine

The artist is the child in the popular fable, every one of whose tears was
a pearl. 
~Heinrich Heine

The fountain of love is the rose and the lily, the sun and the dove. 
~Heinrich Heine

Silence is the essential condition of happiness. 
~Heinrich Heine

It is extremely difficult for a Jew to be converted, for how can he bring
himself to believe in the divinity of - another Jew? 
~Heinrich Heine

Great genius takes shape by contact with another great genius, but less
by assimilation than by friction. 
~Heinrich Heine

You should only attempt to borrow from those who have but few of this
world's goods, as their chests are not of iron, and they are, besides,
anxious to appear wealthier than they really are. 
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~Heinrich Heine

All our contemporary philosophers perhaps without knowing it are
looking through eyeglasses that Baruch Spinoza polished. Spinoza was
a philosopher who earned his livelihood by grinding lenses. 
~Heinrich Heine

The Blossoms and leaves in plenty From the apple tree fall each day;
The merry breezes approach them, And with them merrily play. 
~Heinrich Heine

Sleep is lovely, death is better still, not to have been born is of course
the miracle. 
~Heinrich Heine

Every age has its problem, by solving which humanity is helped
forward. 
~Heinrich Heine

Whenever books are burned, men also in the end are burned. 
~Heinrich Heine

Whatever tears one may shed, in the end one always blows one's
nose. 
~Heinrich Heine

Whether a revolution succeeds or fails people of great hearts will
always be sacrificed to it. 
~Heinrich Heine

A blaspheming Frenchman is a spectacle more pleasing to the Lord
than a praying Englishman. 
~Heinrich Heine
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The night comes stealing o'er me, And clouds are on the sea; While the
wavelets rustle before me With a mystical melody. 
~Heinrich Heine

With the rose the butterfly's deep in love, A thousand times hovering
round; But round himself, all tender like gold, The sun's sweet ray is
hovering found. 
~Heinrich Heine

I fell asleep reading a dull book and dreamed I kept on reading, so I
awoke from sheer boredom. 
~Heinrich Heine

The men of action are, after all, only the unconscious instruments of the
men of thought. 
~Heinrich Heine

Every period of time is a sphinx that throws itself into the abyss as soon
as its riddle has been solved. 
~Heinrich Heine

Thought is invisible nature. 
~Heinrich Heine

The eyes of spring, so azure, Are peeping from the ground; They are
the darling violets, That I in nosegays bound. 
~Heinrich Heine

The fundamental evil of the world arose from the fact that the good Lord
has not created money enough. 
~Heinrich Heine

Literary history is the great morgue where all seek the dead ones whom
they love, or to whom they are related. 
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~Heinrich Heine

The beauteous eyes of the spring's fair night With comfort are
downward gazing. 
~Heinrich Heine

Where books are burnt, men finish up being burnt too. 
~Heinrich Heine

Talking and eloquence are not the same: to speak and to speak well
are two things. A fool may talk, but a wise man speaks. 
~Heinrich Heine

The nightingale appear'd the first, And as her melody she sang, The
apple into blossom burst, To life the grass and violets sprang. 
~Heinrich Heine

The foolish race of mankind are swarming below in the night; they
shriek and rage and quarrel - and all of them are right. 
~Heinrich Heine

The spring's already at the gate With looks my care beguiling; The
country round appeareth straight A flower-garden smiling. 
~Heinrich Heine

The same fact that Boccaccio offers in support of religion might be
adduced in behalf of a republic: "It exists in spite of its ministers. 
~Heinrich Heine

Everywhere that a great soul gives utterance to its thoughts, there also
is a Golgotha. 
~Heinrich Heine

The sun's sweet ray is hovering discovered. 
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~Heinrich Heine

The violets prattle and titter, And gaze on the stars high above. 
~Heinrich Heine

Religion cannot sink lower than when somehow it is raised to a state
religion ... It becomes then an avowed mistress. 
~Heinrich Heine

A lonely fir-tree is standing On a northern barren height; It sleeps, and
the ice and snow-drift Cast round it a garment of white. 
~Heinrich Heine

Every age thinks its battle the most important of all. 
~Heinrich Heine

Good Luck is a giddy maid, Fickle and restless as a fawn; She smooths
your hair; and then the jade Kisses you quickly, and is gone. 
~Heinrich Heine

There is one thing on earth more terrible than English music, and that is
English painting. 
~Heinrich Heine

In these times we fight for ideas and newspapers are our fortress. 
~Heinrich Heine

What lies lurk in kisses. 
~Heinrich Heine

While we are indifferent to our good qualities, we keep on deceiving
ourselves in regard to our faults, until we come to look on them as
virtues. 
~Heinrich Heine
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Nothing is more futile than theorizing about music. No doubt there are
laws, mathematically strict laws, but these laws are not music; they are
only its conditions? The essence of music is revelation. 
~Heinrich Heine

Thought precedes action as lighting does thunder. 
~Heinrich Heine

Those who begin by burning books will end by burning people. 
~Heinrich Heine

Freedom is a new religion, the religion of our time. 
~Heinrich Heine

Round my cradle shimmered the last moonbeams of the eighteenth
century and the first morning rays of the nineteenth. 
~Heinrich Heine

She resembles the Venus de Milo: she is very old, has no teeth, and
has white spots on her yellow skin. 
~Heinrich Heine

With his nightcaps and the tatters of his dressing-gown he patches up
the gaps in the structure of the universe. 
~Heinrich Heine
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